HOW TO ACCESS
NAIT DATA
This factsheet is intended for PICA farmers wanting to access NAIT data relating to animals.

As a person in charge of animals (PICA),
it is important to be able to access
the history of the animals you manage.
The NAIT online system can be utilised
to provide information about an animal’s
location history when this has been
provided to NAIT.

IDENTIFYING
A NAIT ANIMAL
All NAIT animals (cattle and deer) are
required to be identified with a NAIT
approved RFID tag and registered in
the NAIT online system. The electronic
transponder within a NAIT tag, stores
a globally unique 15-digit RFID number
that can be accessed when the tag is
scanned with an RFID scanner. NAIT
tags also have a visual identifier printed
on the outside of the tag that can be
used to identify the animal. Each tag’s
RFID number is linked to the visual ID
in the NAIT online system.
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ACCESSING
NAIT ANIMAL AND
MOVEMENT DATA
YOUR NAIT ACCOUNT
NAIT users have access to the details of
all movements involving NAIT number(s)
for which they are a registered PICA or
nominated delegate.
As a registered PICA you can
generate reports to show all animals
recorded onto or off your registered
NAIT locations. You can also review
all your completed and incomplete
animal movements within your NAIT
account. For each recorded sending
and receiving movement, you can view
details of the other PICA and NAIT
number involved in the movement,
and the tag number details of the
animals moved.

USING THE NAIT APPLICATION

The NAIT online system has a function
for searching an individual NAIT
RFID tag number to identify animal
information recorded against the tag.

NAIT DATA ACCESS
APPLICATION

Log in to your NAIT account, locate
the “Look up Animal or Tag” search
box on the right-hand side of your
homepage, and enter either the RFID
or the NAIT Visual Identifier of the
animal you are looking for.
The system will return animal details and
movements recorded against the tag.
For privacy reasons we cannot provide
the full details of each NAIT location
that an animal has moved to or from.
However, we can disclose the region
the animal has been in at any time based
on the address details of the registered
NAIT location. We are also able to
provide the region the animal was
born where this information was
recorded at animal registration.

Anyone can request NAIT information
from the NAIT organisation. A request
for NAIT data may be approved if it is
for one of the purposes set out
in Section 40 of the National Animal
Identification and Tracing Act (2012).
This includes the ability to provide
data to enable a potential purchaser
of a NAIT animal to trace the history
of the animal over its lifetime.
There is an application fee of $50
charged for all applications.
The NAIT data access request can
be found on the OSPRI website.

CONSENT FROM THE SELLER
OF A NAIT ANIMAL
If you are receiving a NAIT animal from
another PICA farmer, either directly
or through a saleyard, we can provide
information to you if the sending PICA
consents to their location and animal
information being disclosed by the
NAIT organisation.
The OSPRI contact centre will need
to verify consent has been given
by speaking with the sending PICA
and confirming what information they
are willing to share with you as the
receiving PICA.
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NEED HELP?
For more information on the
NAIT programme visit:

ospri.co.nz
or call:

0800 482 463
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